
OWNER’S MANUAL
KLEPCYS CHRONOGRAPH

Congratulations on the purchase of your CYRUS timepiece 
and thank you for the trust !

We are very proud to welcome you to the selected group of 
happy owners of this exceptional watch.

The KLEPCYS CHRONOGRAPH is produced in a limited series 
of 100 pieces with case in full steel, steel with black DLC 
bezel and full black DLC steel. In addition two further gold 
versions: in 5N 18 kt. rose gold and in 5N 18 kt. rose gold 
with black DLC bezel, limited to 25 pieces for each type.
This creation boasts an original three-dimensional dial with 
the main hour-minute display off-centre to 3 o’clock, vertical 
chronograph counters and big date display. The KLEPCYS 
CHRONOGRAPH is produced in our Manufacture Chronode 
in Le Locle, Switzerland, and is equipped with the self-
winding CYR314 calibre.

By choosing CYRUS KLEPCYS CHRONOGRAPH, you have 
chosen innovation, exclusivity and a strong identity.

We invite you to consult the instructions for use and wish you 
an excellent journey in the universe of CYRUS timepieces.

CYRUS, the Conquest of Innovation !

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Crown at 3 o’clock 

WINDING THE WATCH

Position I
Turn the crown clockwise to wind the watch. The running 
seconds display (C) will activate. When the movement is 
fully wound (about 40 turns of the crown), a power reserve 
of 48 hours is granted. The automatic movement allows the 
watch to wind up by simply using the energy produced by 
the wearer’s own movement. If the watch stops, you need  
to wind it manually by turning the crown.

SETTING THE TIME

Position I”
Pull out the crown in position I” (two clicks). Hours hand (A) 
and minutes hand (B) rotate both clockwise and anticlock-
wise to set the desired time. 

SETTING THE DATE

Position I’
In order to avoid damaging the mechanism, do not set the 
date between 10 PM and 2 AM.

Pull out the crown in position I’ (one click) and turn it until 
the day before the desired date (indicated by the arrow)  
appears on the date display (D). Pull out the crown in 
position I“ (as for time setting). Turn the crown to move 
the hands (A and B) forward after midnight, when the date 
change takes place and turn the hands forward to the cor-
rect time. Move the hands forward after noon for afternoon 
hours. This will ensure the correct date change at midnight.

Push in the crown in position I at the end of each operation 
to protect the movement against dust and humidity.

USING THE CHRONOGRAPH

Crown at 3 o’clock
The chronograph counts an additional period of time in  
seconds (E), minutes (F) and hours (G) showing the elapsed 
time on the 12-hour and 30-minute counters.
Pressing the push-button at 3 o’clock (H) starts and stops 
the chronograph.

Crown at 9 o’clock
When the chronograph is stopped, pressing the push- 
button at 9 o’clock (I) resets it to zero.

Finally, we recommend you have your watch checked and 
serviced through an official representative of the CYRUS 
brand every 3 years and you will enjoy your watch for 
lifetime.

CONTROLS AND INDICATIONS 

A. Hours hand
B. Minutes hand 
C. Running seconds on rotating disc
D. Big date display
E. Chronograph seconds hand
F. Minute-counter disc (30 minutes)
G. Hour-counter disc (12 hours)
H. Start/stop push-button at 3 o’clock
I.  Reset push-button at 9 o’clock 

SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT : self-winding calibre CYR314
BALANCE FREQUENCY : 4Hz (28.800 v/h)
JEWELS : 28
POWER RESERVE : 48 hours
CASE DIAMETER : 46 mm excluding crowns
FRONT AND BACK GLASSES : antireflective sapphire crystal
WATER RESISTANCE : 3 ATM (30 m. – 100 ft.)
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